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luxor day tour from Safaga Port

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every day 12 Hours 08.00

Enjoy Luxor day tour from your cruise ship at Safaga Port,drive to Luxor,Discover the ancient city of
Thebes,Visit Karnak Temple,Valley of the Kings Cross the Nile with Private tour guide.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

All transfers by air-conditioned Car
English-speaking tour guide(
French- Spanish-Italian- Dutch-
German-Polish  are available)
Soft drinks on the car
Entrance fees included
Lunch 
Motorboat ride from East bank to
the west bank

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

Day tour from Safaga Port with a Private tour guide, You will Visit Karnak temple, The old
Colossi of Memnon.Then, head into the Valley of the Kings, and the Temple of Queen
Hatshepsut.
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up Time

Pick up time from your cruise in Safaga Port to Luxor. Enjoy a
private day tour to Luxor from Safaga with a Private tour guide
through the desert, See the Nile valley- The distance is 220 k.m

Safaga- Qena- 160 k.m- Driving through the amazing Eastern
desert

Qena- Luxor-60 km Along the eternal Nile valley

2 :Karnak temple

Karnak temple is the largest ancient religious site known anywhere
in the world, No site in Egypt is more impressive than Karnak. It is
the largest temple complex ever built by man. It represents the
combined achievement of many generations of ancient builders
and Pharaohs. The Temple of Karnak is actually three main
temples situated on 247 acres of land. Cross the Nile from the east
bank to the west bank by motor boat.
 

 3:Lunch in Egyptian restaurant

 At around noon you will have lunch in a local restaurant in Luxor

4 :The valley of the Kings

The final resting place of Egypt’s rulers from the 18th to the 20th
dynasty is home to tombs including the great Pharaoh Ramses II
and boy Pharaoh Tutankhamun. The tombs were well stocked with
all the material goods a ruler might need in the next world. Most of
the decoration inside the tombs is still well preserved.
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If you wish to visit the Tomb of The young Pharaoh Tutankhamun.
It costs 30 $ Extra

5 :Temple of Hatshepsut

Temple of Hatshepsut is one of the most beautiful & best
preserved of all of the temples of Ancient Egypt you can find at
Luxor. The temple was built on three levels with two wide ramps in
a central position joining the levels together. Rising out of the
desert Plain, in a series of terraces, The temple of
Hatshepsut Mergs with sheer limestone Cliffs of the eastern face
of the Theban Mountain as if Nature herself had built this
Extraordinary monument.

6 :The Colossi of Memnon

Colossi of Memnon are two massive stone statues of king
Amenhotep III are the only remains of a complete mortuary
temple. The statues are made from blocks of quartzite sandstone
which exist in Cairo then moved 700 KM to Luxor, The two statues
Know as the Colossi of Memnon, Rising about 18 M from the plain,
They are the remains of what was once the largest complex on the
west bank, Built by Amenhotep the Third. At around noon you will
have lunch in a local restaurant in Luxor, 

7 :Departure to your cruise in Safaga

Depart to your cruise in Safaga- Arrival at 18:00 Pm

NOTE: All times are guidelines so no times are definite. we
customize each trip according to the cruise arrival time and cruise
departure time. so be sure that you will be on time for your cruise

? Price categories                                                                            

? Price per Person- Private trip
2  Adults          

149 $             
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? Price per Child (06-11.99
years) Join two Adults         

70 $

? Price per Person- Private trip 3
Adults (12-95 years) (1 ticket)     

145 $

? Price per Person-Private trip 
4-5 Adults(12-95
years) (1 ticket)                     

130 $

? Price per Person-Private trip
-Private trip 6-10 Adults (12-95
years) (1 ticket)                 

110 $

? Price per Person-Private trip
11-17  Adult(12-95
years) (1 ticket)               

100 $

?Price per Person-Private
trip18-45 Adult(12-95
years) (1 ticket)                

90 $

? Price per single  Adult(12-95
years) (1 ticket)               

200 $

 ?? Note: If you could make a group of 15 travelers, the sixteenth
will be free.

??NOTE: All times are guidelines so no times are definite

Inportant information.

1-Are there direct flights between Safaga and Luxor ?

No, Egyptair has No direct flights between  Safaga and Luxor .

3- How long is the trip to Luxor from Safaga?

It depends on where is your hotel location

Safaga - Luxor 220  k.m

4- Do tourists need permits to travel to Luxor ?

Yes, Tourists need Travel permits to Travel to Luxor. as a tour
company  We will arrange these Police permits (between Safaga
Checkpoint and Luxor ).
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Customers need to inform the tour compay this information : 

1- Cruise name

2- Copy of passports should be sent  in order to arrange this travel
permits

 without a travel permit the authority at Safaga checkpoint will not
allow you to drive to Luxor.

5- How to book my trip to Luxor from Safaga ?

You Can book through Marsa Alam Tours, we offer Private trips
with a Private tour guide  You Can have a look at our tours, Click
more  to see our trips

Luxor Private trips from Safaga
 

Price:

  ($) 100 

  ( €) 95  

  (£) 89  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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